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ABSTRACT
This paper presents a new generation of mole type
penetrators driven by an electromagnetic direct drive.
EMOLE is a low-speed penetrator capable of
underground mobility within regolith carrying scientific
instruments (such as sampling tools or thermal sensors)
in planetary missions, where Mars and the Moon are the
mostly foreseen destinations. EMOLE combines new
ideas and earlier achievements, both of which had
influence on the concept and would demonstrate the
technology. In consequence, a laboratory model device
was successively developed. Its principle of operation is
based on the interaction of the three masses of the
device between which the energy exchange is
performed and, as a result, a hammering action is
achieved. The major novelty of the EMOLE concept is
twofold – the penetrator’s drive will be much more
reliable in comparison to the spring driven moles, and
its new drive system will be fit to have power settings.
CONCEPTION

The aim of the experiment MUPUS was to measure the
temperature profile and thermal conductivity of the
comet core by insertion of the sensors up to depth of 40
cm.
For this purpose a unique electromagnetic direct drive
was developed (Fig. 1). This type of solution has never
been used before in space missions. Feature of this drive
is that, electrical energy is accumulated in a special foil
capacitor and then is discharged by a coil with moving
iron stem which acts as a hammer of the penetrator..
When magnetic circuit closes, the hammer accelerates
to the speed of the order of 8-9 m/s on 6 mm per hit.
The MUPUS instrument was dedicated to work in
unusual environment conditions (space, comet surface,
temperature up to 130K), so it has to have design
features such as: ability to work in microgravity
conditions, low power consumption (2W), low weight
(0,48kg) as well as comparatively large striking energy
(0,8J) while maintaining minimum response to impact
to keep it during work of manipulator connected with
lander(0-1N).

Space Research Centre of the Polish Academy of
Sciences (CBK PAN) has been involved in the
development of low-speed, hammer-driven penetrators
since 1996, when the project MUPUS (MUlti PUrpose
Sensor for surface and subsurface science) [1][2] for the
European Space Agency’s (ESAs) space mission
ROSSETTA aimed at investigation of the surface and
subsurface of the 67P/Churyumov–Gerasimenko comet,
has begun.

Figure 2. Principle of operation of the penetrator
MUPUS (main parts: 1 - counter-mass; 2 - place to
generate power; 3 & 4 - spring suspension; 5 - hammer;
6 - manipulator arm (1m) ending lead clamp (0-1N); 7 hammered rod)

Figure 1. MUPUS insertion hammering device with an
electromagnetic drive.

Above there is a description of the penetrator’s MUPUS
principle of operation. The mechanism consists of three
masses interacting with each other: hammer, countermass, rod, where hammer with counter-mass and
counter-mass with rod are connected to each other by
elastic suspension.
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One cycle of work consists of the following five steps
(Fig. 2.):
(I)
initial configuration,
(II)
acceleration of the hammer which hits the rod
and causes its movement,
(III)
simultaneous move of counter-mass in the
opposite direction,
(IV)
gradual transformation of kinetic energy of
counter-mass into potential energy of flat
spring that is placed between rod and countermass (called return spring),
(V)
return of counter-mass to the initial
configuration and the repeated strike by
counter-mass.
Penetrator CHOMIK [3] similar to the MUPUS was
developed in CBK PAN for Russian mission PHOBOSGRUNT as a device to collect surface sample and make
thermal measurements afterwards.
In 2006-2011 there were developed two elaborate mole
type penetrators called KRET [3] (first prototype
visible on Fig. 3.), which could entirely imbedded under
regolith surface.

According to the conception, the proposed
electromagnetic direct drive is dedicated for a more
reliable and secure insertion mechanism of the planetary
mole penetrator. Correct operation of sensors and safety
of casing are threatened by the highly energetic hammer
hitting. Thus, main activities were focused on the
development of a new direct drive, the most crucial part
of every mole.
Newly developed penetrator should have five
electromagnetic driving sections (similar to MUPUS,
but downscaled and multiplied). Furthermore, its
dimensions should be no larger than 25 mm in diameter
and 250 mm in length.
PRELIMINARY TESTS [4]
The concept’s verification test-stand was developed and
is shown in Fig. 4. A single electromagnetic drive
section (one coil) is tested on this test-stand.
Geometrical and mass proportions are retained in
accordance with the actual full design. The velocity of
hammer is measured using linear encoder and magnetic
tape. For the purpose of the tests, the Counter Mass
remained fixed, so as the result full stroke energy was
transferred to the Hammer Assembly.

Figure 3. Mole penetrator “KRET”
It works similarly to MUPUS (cooperation of three
masses), however thanks to the application of a different
drive (DC engine and crossed helical gear with special
grasper), it was possible to fit the whole hammering
mechanism in a tube. The engine, thanks to a special
grasper, pulls the spring with attached mass (hammer).
At some point the grasper is released and the spring
dispels hammer which at the end of movement hits the
housing. Thereby, the KRET’s operating range is
limited by the length of the cable supplying KRET with
electrical power and by the hardness of the ground in
which it is imbedded The developed Polish design
solution allowed to achieve significantly more energetic
hits (over 2J) and more effective work (optimization of
the tip’s shape and weight distribution).
Generally, the main drawbacks of the so far existing
mole solutions are:
- no regulation of hit energy, which in many cases is
deadly for science sensors and sampling
equipment,
- large amount of intermediate parts of mechanism
type of gears, motor brushes, bearings etc. what
can cause lower reliability.

Figure 4. Verification test-stand (with ‘foot’), in the top
right the actual stand with control electronics.
Goals of the test campaign on this test-stand were
following:
- to see how coil material influences efficiency of
the system,
- to determine the energy fit of the system (meaning:
at which stored energy the system achieves highest
efficiency),
- to optimize balance between pair of parameters:
capacitance and voltage on the capacitor to achieve
the most energetic stroke,

-

to deterrmine optimaal initial gap between
b
hamm
mer
and couunter-mass forr the fixed storred energy vaalue,
- and finally to prove the concept of implementting
coil witth ‘foot’ to thee mole type design and see the
outcom
me of it in com
mparison to previously
p
tessted
conceptts,
For these reeasons, a singgle coil with copper wiree of
0.4mm diam
meter (147 coill turns) was teested to coverr all
the above meentioned systeem configuratiions.

-

-

Figure. 5. Constant stored
s
capacittor energy is
maintaineed – 4.3J. Plott represents reesulting kineticc
n of different
energy oof the hammerr as a function
capacitor ssettings for Irron and Permeendur 49 coilss.
Dashed ciircle indicatess optimal capa
acitor settingss
(concerniing the stroke energy as thee optimizationn
criiteria).

Figure 6. Optimization of Hammer trravel gap. Ploot
measured kineetic energy off the hammer ffor
represents m
Permendurr 49 coil for thhe selected cap
apacitor energgy
level (4.3J). Dashed circle indicates reesulting optim
mal
gap for the selectted capacitor settings.
s
The results aand analysis arre shown and described beloow:
- It is clear that using Permendur
P
49
9 can increase the
% with respecct to
efficienncy of the systtem by 13-20%
the elecctromagnet maade of Iron coil, see Fig. 5.
- Also thhere are no raadical changess in the resultting
hammerr’s kinetic eneergy when tak
king into accoount
differennt capacitorrs settings. Neverthelless,

a certain optimal settingg can be disttinguished forr
Permendurr 49 (see Fig. 6.), which
w
is forr
100V/860u
uF.
When it comes to adjuusting the en
nergy level too
achieve thee most efficieent system, it is clear from
m
the test reesults that byy lowering en
nergy on thee
capacitor we
w get higherr efficiency (at least whenn
approachin
ng down to energy of c.a 3.6 J)..
Nevertheleess, it is energyy of 4.3 J thatt is selected ass
the optim
mal since th
the efficienccy decreasess
relatively slower
s
than thhe energy drop
ps. In the end,,
there is still a siggnificant ou
utcome from
m
ore energeticc
implementiing less effiicient but mo
system. Siimilar situatiion was observed duringg
previous peenetrators testts.
Optimal travel
t
gap for hammer was alsoo
researched for various ccapacitors’ settings. Fig. 6..
nergy of 4.3 J..
shows plotts for constantt capacitor en
For most of
o the cases the optimal gap is in thee
range of 4.5-6.5 mm (wi
with full travel freedom of 8
mm).
The
T
selecteed
capacito
or
settingss
(100V/860uF) have optiimal travel gaap of 5.5 mm
m
v
will proobably be selected as thee
and this value
nominal for the final dessign.

DE
ESIGN FEAT
TURES
Meechanical dessign descriptiion [5]
Ass it was men
ntioned in thhe conceptuall section, thee
EM
MOLE consistt of 5 electrom
magnetic drivin
ng sections inn
wh
hich coils, ferromagnetiic cores an
nd magneticc
sep
parators are concurring
c
too the counterr-mass, whilee
arm
matures of eleectromagnets w
with a connecction shaft aree
com
mprising the hammer. Alll electromag
gnetic circuitss
eleements are made
m
of Perm
rmendur 49, whereas thee
maagnetic separaators are of a tungsten alloy
a
and thee
con
nnection shaaft is made of titanium
m alloy. Thee
pro
opulsion (coun
nter-mass + hhammer) is en
nclosed in thee
outter casing assembly and coonsists of a lo
ong, thin wall,,
titaanium sleeve and
a hardened stainless steel tip.
Th
he hammer is guided by tw
wo sets of 3 bearing ballss
insside the coun
nter-mass whiich provides low frictionn
lossses, while th
he counter-m
mass is slidin
ng inside thee
outter-casing tube.
Ass in all the preevious penetrrators made by
y CBK PAN,,
wh
hile the hammers starting poosition (beforee hit) is set upp
by a hammering
g spring, the poosition of the counter-masss
d
by
y a brake spriing designed in a way thatt
is determined
allo
ows the penetrator to work in a non-gravityy
env
vironment witthout any suppport.
A cross-section
c
of a CAD moodel of EMOL
LE is shown inn
Fig
g. 7.

Eleectrical desig
gn descriptionn [6]
EM
MOLE electrical system consists of three parts::
con
ntrol unit (co
ontroller), DC
C/DC convertters unit andd
eleectromagnetic drive placedd in penetrattor. All threee
parrts are design
ned to operatee separately. Architecturall
oveerview of the described sysstem is shown on Fig. 9.
Co
ontrol unit, cu
urrently in foorm of a con
ntrol panel, iss
useed to set sig
gnals to turn on the desiired mode off
opeeration of EM
MOLE electronnic system and therefore too
con
ntrol the pen
netrators behaaviour. The control
c
unit’ss
interface allowss to turn on and off each
h of the twoo
DC
C/DC convertters as well aas to select one of severall
“geears” – pen
netrator strokke energy and
a
actuationn
freequency.

Figure 7. EMOLE CAD
C
model cro
oss-section.
The EMOLE
E has 25 mm
m in diameteer and 250 m
mm
length. The m
mass of the ovverall assemblly is about 7000 g,
where the coounter-mass mass
m
has amou
unts to 520 g and
the hammer and the outerr casing are off equal weighht of
about 90 g.

MOLE electronnic system arcchitecture.
Figure 9. EM

Outer casing, driving sectio
ons and returnn
Figure 8. O
spring just beforre final assem
mblage.

C/DC converrters unit cconsists of two DC/DC
C
DC
con
nverters, both
h in flybackk topology. Each
E
DC/DC
C
con
nverter has an overvoltag
age protection
n mechanism
m
enssuring safe op
peration of thee device.
Hig
gh Energy DC/DC
D
(DC/D
DC HE) conv
verter chargess
large capacitor, stores the eneergy, which is then releasedd
to the electromaagnetic drive (shown as ind
ductor in Fig..
9.) when it reeaches a certtain level, seet by devicee
gy stored), thee
opeerator. The hiigher the charrge (the energ
low
wer the actuatiion frequencyy.
Hig
gh Frequenccy DC/DC (DC/DC HF
F) converter,,
opeerates in a sim
milar way as llatter DC/DC converter butt
opeerates on the energy level ~200 time lo
ower and twoo
ord
der of magnittude higher frrequency. It is
i galvanicalyy
sep
parated from
m system grround to op
perate totallyy
ind
dependently frrom the state oof DC/DC HE
E.

TESTS
Actual veloccity (and kineetic energy) speed
measuremen
nts on finalizeed assembly
The actual velocity of the
t
hammer with a bloccked
counter-masss was measureed on a test sttand presentedd in
Fig. 10. For this purpose the
t counter-m
mass was clamp
mped
c
) and the
in the test sstand (withouut the outer casing
movement off the hammer was captured
d on a high sppeed
camera. An example off the hammerr’s displacem
ment
mera is preseented in Fig. 11.
sequence capptured on cam
The measureement was reppeated for all five high eneergy
power settinggs that the electromagnetic drive possessses.
The velocityy plots for pow
wer settings 1-5
1 are presennted
adequately inn Fig. 12 – 16.
The summaary for the achieved
a
velo
ocities, resultting
e
for
fo each PS are
energies andd expected efficiencies
presented in Tab. 1

Figuree 10. Velocity measurementt test stand.

Figure 11.. An example of a sequencee of movementts
(presented:: the 5th poweer setting; the time differencce
between eacch frame is 0.53ms). On thee left: a blocke
ked
counter-masss with a protrruding hammeer inside; on tthe
right: the teest stand hittinng rod. The th
hread above thhe
scene is a scale referennce – this is a standard M8
thhread.

Figure
F
12. Velo
ocity plot for ppower setting--1, measured
velocity bef
efore hit.

Fiigure 13. Velo
ocity plot for ppower setting -2, measured
velocity bef
efore hit.

Fiigure 14. Velo
ocity plot for ppower setting -3, measured
velocity bef
efore hit.

Teests in Syar reegolith analoggue
After deteermination off the energyy
generated by five-coils drivingg
system, thhe EMOLE was testedd
several tim
mes, on diff
fferent powerr
settings, inn Syar regolith
h (Fig. 17.) upp
to depth oof about 50 – 60 cm. Thee
summary oof this tests iss presented inn
the next thrree graphs.

Figure 17. EMOLE in Syyar regolith
analogue.
Figure 15. V
Velocity plot for
fo power settiing -4, measurred
velocityy before hit.

Figure 16. V
Velocity plot for
fo power settiing -5, measurred
velocityy before hit.

Power
setting
PS-1
PS-2
PS-3
PS-4
PS-5

Fiigure 18. Depeendence of tim
me imbedded from
f
depth in
Syar regolithh analogue.

Table 1. Sum
mmary of resu
ults.
H
Hit velocity Hit energy Efficiency
[[m/s]
[J]
[%]
33.352
0.49
10.72
44.621
0.94
10.62
55.774
1.47
11.22
66.503
1.86
10.62
77.096
2.22
10.28

This resultts show thhat the effficiency vaaries
insignificantlly between eaach power settting. The highhest
efficiency waas achieved foor the third power setting.
Furthermore,, this test prooved that, the stroke enerrgy,
changes quitte equally wiith the numbeer of the drivving
sections. It m
means, the am
mount of sectio
ons can be raiised
or decreasedd with respect to the direct mission masss or
power requirrements, and the
t stroke eneergy will raisee or
decrease equually.

Fig
gure 19. Depeendence of num
mber of strokes from depth
in Syar regollith analogue. Numbers of strokes
s
are
prresented for 10
0 cm depth sec
ections and only first one is
for 15 cm.

CO
ONCLUSION
NS

Figure 20. D
Dependence off number of strrokes and timee of
imbed froom depth for five
fi power setttings. EMOLE
E
needed moree stroke on higgher power leevels to reach the
next ten centtimeters becauuse, the bottom
m volumes off the
regolitth were more much more co
ompressed.
ver 5000 strokkes,
To date, peneetrator, in all tests, made ov
and remains fully functionnal.
t TRL5, with
h continuing teests
A full test caampaign (up to
in different rregolith typess and includin
ng vibration and
thermal-vacuuum tests) wiill be duly performed
p
durring
the upcomingg month, conccluding with th
he end of Auggust
2015. Furtheermore, a neew test stand using magnnetic
sensor was ddeveloped for this purpose, which allow
ws to
make compparisons beetween peneetrators alreeady
finalized andd those planned for the futurre.
TTRIBUTES SUMMARY
Y [5]
EMOLE AT
The table bellow includes all
a main attributes of EMOL
LE.
a
Tablee 2. Summaryy of EMOLE attributes.

EM
MOLE is a low-speed peneetrator capablle of mobilityy
witthin the rego
olith subsurfaace. The simp
plicity of thee
dirrect drive solu
ution and its relevance to the previouss
flig
ght models off MUPUS (R
Rosetta), CHO
OMIK (Fobos-Grrunt) and molee penetrator “K
KRET” give a prospect forr
fasst developmen
nt to a high T
TRL in a sho
ort time (alsoo
duee to the experience of CBK
K PAN).
Lig
ghtweight and
d compact EM
EMOLE eitherr as a wholee
dev
vice or only itts new electroomagnetic direect drive, mayy
beccome flexible solution for sspace exploraation missionss
pro
oviding a widee range of the possible appllications, e.g.:
- carrying sensors (ee.g. thermall, miniaturee
spectrometters, cameras)) underneath the granularr
matter of a celestial bodyy,
- subsurface ground samppling,
o lander in m
microgravity co
onditions,
- anchoring of
- anchoring (better couplling with the ground) e.g..
seismometers,
- may act ass a special acctuator for geenerating veryy
high pulse force (1000-22500N).
Th
he main strucctural noveltyy, i.e. the usse of severall
eleectromagnets arranged in sstock as a direct hammerr
pro
opulsion, gav
ve twofold im
mprovements. First of all,,
ow
wing to the fact that, the ellectromagnetss do not needd
any
y drive transm
missions in tthis case and
d they do nott
hav
ve any rotatiing parts as in DC moto
or, the wholee
insstrument becaame much siimpler and more
m
reliable..
Seccondly, the drive has the aability to adju
ust hit energyy
durring operation
n, which cann contribute to
t saving thee
eneergy and to protection
p
off the scientificc instrumentss
fro
om damage. Furthermore,
F
to provide an additionall
mo
ode in which the typical ooperation is superimposedd
witth a high freequency and low energy mode,
m
a new
w
eleectronic contro
ol was develooped. Worth mentioning
m
iss
thee fact, that for the magnetiic circuit a new material Perrmendur 49 (instead
(
of sooft iron ARM
MCO B), wass
pree-tested and im
mplemented innto the final design.
d
Wh
hat is imporrtant, EMOLE
LE is the firrst mole-typee
pen
netrator whicch employs aan electromaagnetic linearr
driive system. Fu
urther, it is a pprototype mod
del and can bee
reb
build to fulfil specific
s
missio
ion requiremen
nts.
Space Mechatro
onics and Robbotics Laboraatory at CBK
K
AN is extensiively involveed in the dev
velopment off
PA
adv
vanced space mechanisms, where penetrrators are onee
of the most important areas oof interest. Deevelopment off
E was expecteed as a natural continuationn
thee new EMOLE
of the previous achievemennts (MUPUS
S, CHOMIK,,
m
penetratoors) of the Lab.
L
Actually,,
sprring driven mole
CB
BK PAN baseline policy is strongly focu
used on spacee
exp
ploration and
d planetary research. The
T
proposedd
pro
oject fits peerfectly with this policy and wouldd
streengthen the position of CBK PAN in frame off
colllaboration with
w
ESA annd other Eurropean spacee
insstitutions.
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